BUSINESS EMAIL COMPROMISE
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PROTECT YOUR COMPANY FROM
BUSINESS EMAIL COMPROMISES

Business e-mail compromise (BEC) scams are a billion-dollar business for cybercriminals, and these scams are not stopping any time
soon. They target high-level executives, finance personnel and wealthy individuals who are responsible for initiating payment/wire
transfers. The criminals compromise a target’s email account (i.e. email spoofing, use of keyloggers or successfully phishing an
individual and collecting their user credentials) and will then intercept emails and initiate fund transfer requests that redirects the
money to a criminal account. You may never even see these emails and may only become aware of the situation once the money has
gone out the door. It is very difficult, if not impossible, to get that money back.
If you, or your company, is responsible for managing financial accounts and facilitating payment transfers, you are at an increased
risk for a BEC scam. According to the 2019 Global Family Office Report by Campden Wealth Limited, 20% of family offices have
knowingly experienced a cyber-attack, with 76% of those attacks coming from phishing attempts. Many of these compromises
originate from vulnerabilities within the target’s home network and personal devices and serve as a stepping stone into the
corporate environment. BlackCloak can assist you should you fall victim to a BEC scam as well as proactively protect you and the
money you handle from such scams.

BLACKCL OAK PROTECTS FROM BEC SC AM S
Our dedicated team of cybersecurity professionals provide a bespoke concierge package that utilizes enterprise-grade cybersecurity
software and tools commensurate with our customer’s personal digital risk profile. We monitor and protect our clients in their
personal lives, so their personal lives do not compromise their corporate lives. And we do so in a way that is unobtrusive to our
clients’ privacy. BlackCloak ensures its clients not only have top-grade software protection, but we keep our clients educated about
the ever-evolving cyber threats that specifically target them. Furthermore, for our corporate clients, we provide forensic
investigations, network and device hardening recommendations, etc.

GET BLACKCL OAK TO PROTECT YOU AND YOUR C OMP ANY FROM A BE C SCAM
Persons who are protected by BlackCloak are less likely to be the point of compromise from phishing emails and other malicious
cyber-attacks. Criminals use phishing emails to perform their BEC scams. BlackCloak also recognizes that vulnerabilities in our clients’
personal lives can compromise their corporate lives, and we want to stop that. BlackCloak hardens our clients’ security and privacy
on the front end and continuously monitors for suspicious behavior on our clients’ home networks and personal devices. We also
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keep our clients abreast of the latest scams and attacks, so our clients can be armed with that knowledge and not be caught off
guard.

GET BLACKCL OAK AFTER YOUR COMP ANY HAS BEE N COM PROM ISED BY A BEC SC AM
Those impacted by a breach can be rest assured that BlackCloak will perform a comprehensive forensic investigation to determine
the root cause of the breach and will work with our clients to remove all threats that resulted in the breach in the first place. Where
a compromise occurred on a corporate network, we will also provide advice, guidance and recommendations to harden the security
of your company network and devices. Furthermore, BlackCloak will implement controls on the home networks and personal
devices of key personnel to prevent future breaches and ensure those individuals do not become a source for a compromise with
your company.
Don’t let cybercriminals run away with your money. Protect your business, your dollars and your team from BEC scams with
BlackCloak. Contact us today to discuss the options available to you.
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